
Research Essay Tips and 
Tricks 2022 

There are different types of essays. The most common of these essays are argumentative, Argumentative, 
and descriptive. All these types of essays are different in their outline creation, background research, 
structure, thesis statement, and argumentation style. An Argumentative essay is generally harder to write 
my essay and handle as it requires an in-depth analysis of the chosen topic. 

 

In this type of essay, you are required to conduct research to provide both positive and negative scenarios 
about the chosen topic. This activity might prove to be a challenging task. Therefore, you can also hire an 
expert essay writer to help in writing an argumentative essay. 

Through the Argumentative essay, you will have to present some type of claim or argument about the topic 
you are analyzing. Here are some useful tips that will help in writing a perfect piece of writing. You must 
cover all common viewpoints on the chosen topic. Yet, to write a top-quality essay, you must go one step 
further. You must provide as much information as possible. Since this type of essay needs thorough 
research, a professional paper writing service can be hired to save you from stressful situations. 

 The vital sources of information can be research studies from Google Scholar and journal articles from 
online libraries. You should use validated and peer-reviewed articles for writing a top-quality essay. This will 
also enable you to add authentic and validated research findings. The claim must have a background 
debate. It must provide a focused lens through a strong thesis to the readers to view the topic. Therefore, 
the claim needs to prove your argument about the topic. 

A weak thesis statement is simply an assertion that needs no proving. While it might also be lacking an 
arguable claim. A weak thesis statement may be generic and overly broad, while it needs to be specific 
enough, which must reflect the specific dimension of your essay writer. A stronger thesis statement must 
lead you to create a workable outline for your essay. Thus, a properly outlined and structured essay always 
stands out. 
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An Argumentative essay is incomplete without the presence of a reason and then the explanation of the 
results. It should explain how something is done and what are its effects. Therefore, 
an Argumentative essay involves an insightful discussion of the chosen topic's root causes as well as its 
consequences. 

This might be a confusing point and you might be thinking that it will overshadow your viewpoints. Well, the 
trick is to find a valid and the best possible argument against each contrasting view. Thus, your essay will 
present answers to all objections regarding the topic. Your essay might also be focused on comparing your 
viewpoint with existing viewpoints. Therefore, your essay should also mention what others think about this 
topic. Yet, you will have to validate your viewpoint with fact-based research.  

Therefore, you must avoid irrelevant arguments that lack evidence. To avoid fallacies, your claim and 
arguments must be supported by research-based knowledge and Argumentative reasoning. You must also 
avoid basic sentences and sentence structure mistakes. Your essay must also be free of spelling 
mistakes. Do not be stressed if you feel that your essay is not up to the essay writing service. You can 
always ask, “can you write my paper?” from professionals to help you in writing. Such solutions can be 

useful throughout your academic journey. 

Useful Resources: 

Can I Pay an Essay Writer to Do My Essay? 

Can I Pay Someone to Write My Essay for Me Fast? 

Can I Use a Paper Writing Service for Free? 
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